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Abstract—This paper proposes BRIEF, a backward reduction
algorithm that explores compact CNN-model designs from the
information flow perspective. This algorithm can remove substan-
tial non-zero weighting parameters (redundant neural channels)
of a network by considering its dynamic behavior, which tradi-
tional model-compaction techniques cannot achieve. With the aid
of our proposed algorithm, we achieve significant model reduction
on ResNet-34 in the ImageNet scale (32.3% reduction), which
is 3× better than the previous result (10.8%). Even for highly
optimized models such as SqueezeNet and MobileNet, we can
achieve additional 10.81% and 37.56% reduction, respectively,
with negligible performance degradation.
Index Terms—CNN, Deep Learning, Model Reduction
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the breakthrough performance demonstrated by con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) on ImageNet, deep archi-
tecture has been successfully applied to a number of areas such
as speech recognition, object tracking, and image classifica-
tion. As the width and depth of a CNN is increased to improve
prediction accuracy, the model complexity and training time
increase as well. Whereas model training can be sped up by
employing a large number of GPUs, inferencing on mobile
and wearable devices (e.g., mobile VR) faces the resource
limitations of memory, power and computation. In this work,
we utilize information flow analysis to perform CNN model
reduction while preserving prediction accuracy.
Traditionally, a complex CNN is simplified for embedded
systems by using the teacher-student model [1], [2]. Such
simplification demonstrates that important properties of a CNN
can be preserved when its model complexity is reduced.
However, almost all model-reduction approaches treat a CNN
as a black-box and simply compress the model parameters
obtained by the training process. Much effort has recently
been devoted to opening the black-box to better understand
and interpret CNNs. The work by [3] proposes the use of
information theory to analyze the internal behaviors of a
deep architecture. Inspired by this approach, our work in-
corporates information density to conduct model reduction.
Our information-based approach works orthogonally to the
traditional black-box approach (discussed further in Section
II), and can achieve additional compaction while preserving
prediction accuracy.
We first conduct lesion studies to probe the dynamic nature
of the network robustness in CNNs with the information
density consideration. We define convolution macroblock as
the set of convolution layers whose output feature maps
have the same height and width. Our lesion studies provide
important clues for us to construct a hypothetical information
flow structure. The hypothetical structure is useful for guiding
us to design an effective model reduction algorithm. The
hypothetical framework formulates a CNN as an information
pipeline consisting of cascaded convolution macroblocks. Our
aim is to identify the fewest channel numbers1 with sufficient
information flow between macroblocks so as to reduce their
associated parameters. We propose our backward reduction
algorithm named BRIEF, which incorporates the hypothetical
information flow structure to achieve our twin design goals of
model reduction and accuracy preservation.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:
• Applicable to various CNN models. We propose an
information-based model reduction algorithm, backward
reduction, which can be applied to any already compact
CNN structures such as MobileNet [4], ResNet [5], and
SqueezeNet [6] to achieve further model-size reduction.
• Significant reduction results. With the aid of BRIEF,
we are able to compress MobileNet to a model size
that is smaller than that of SqueezeNet while achieving
higher prediction accuracy. We also achieve a 32.3%
model reduction on ResNet-34 with ImageNet, which
is 3× better than the state-of-the-art approach (10.8%)
presented in [7]. Even in the case of SqueezeNet, a
highly optimized model, we can achieve additional 10.8%
reduction with negligible prediction degradation.
• Further model compaction. The Convolution-layer dom-
inant models are inherently compact and become the de-
fault choices for mobile devices. Our proposed framework
can further shrink these highly optimized CNN models
(e.g., MobileNet [4]). Most traditional compaction works
regard the CNN as a black-box and perform either
parameter elimination or compression within a limited
range. Our method utilizes the distribution trends of the
information density and the dynamic nature of CNNs,
which works orthogonally to the black-box approach.
Therefore, we can reduce the model size of CNNs further.
1The input to a convolution layer is a set of input tensors, each of which
is called a channel [13].
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Fig. 1. (a)The information flow structure conjectured from the the DPI theorem. The information density within the information flow is in a descending trend
for each convolution macroblock. A macroblock represents the set of convolution layers whose the output feature maps have the same height and width.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to achieve
significant reduction on already highly compact CNN models
using information flow analysis. The remainder of this paper
is organized into four sections. Section II describes related
work in CNN models and model-reduction techniques. Section
III explains our hypothetical information flow structure and
presents our proposed backward reduction algorithm. Section
IV details experiments. We offer our concluding remarks in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The rapid increase of the number of parameters from the
cascaded fully connected (FC) layers is the main reason for
excessive CNN model size. Recent developed CNN models
(e.g., ResNet [5], DenseNet [8], and MobileNet [4]) show that
with the aid of improved structural design, the cascaded FC
layer design is not mandatory for achieving high prediction
accuracy. These improved designs include, but are not limited
to, batch normalization [9] and bottleneck structure [10].
Though these new models without many cascaded FC layers
are highly compact, we propose BRIEF from the information
density perspective to further compact these models.
This section first reviews existing CNN models (Sec-
tion II-A) and then traditional black-box model-reduction
approaches (Section II-B). In comparison with the tradi-
tional methods, our BRIEF is a coarse-grained model com-
paction technique applicable to both FC-layer dominant and
Convolution-layer dominant CNN models.
A. Categories of CNNs
A CNN typically consists of convolutional layers, pooling
layers, and FC layers. Based on the distribution of the model
parameters in a CNN, we can categorize the CNN as either
FC-layer dominant or Convolution-layer dominant.
• FC-layer dominant models. A model is considered as
FC-layer dominant when the parameters of FC layers
comprise more than 50% of the total parameters in a
CNN. The well-known AlexNet [11] and VGGNet [12]
models are examples of FC-layer dominant CNNs. CNNs
in this category usually possess huge model footprints
that are mainly contributed by the parameters of the
FC layers. The parameters of the FC layers in VGG-
11 account for 472MB (93%) out of the total 507MB
storage.
• Convolution-layer dominant models. The recent trend of
CNNs replaces the cascaded FC layers with a global
average pooling layer. The parameters of FC layers now
comprise less than 20% of parameters in the whole
model. CNNs in this category are compact models with
high prediction accuracy. For example, MobileNet takes
up only 16.25MB of storage but possesses VGG-level
accuracy.
B. Model Reduction Techniques
Based on the level of involved structures, the model re-
duction techniques can be classified into two categories: fine-
grained and coarse-grained [13].
• Fine-grained approaches. There are various reduction
techniques applied on the filter/kernel level. Such tech-
niques include sparse convolution [14] and deep com-
pression [15]. The irregular structures introduced on the
filter/kernel level often require special hardware acceler-
ation [16]. Replacing the cascading FC layers with an
average pooling layer introduces negligible performance
degradation. FC layer pruning [17] usually achieves sig-
nificant reduction since FC layers are sparse in nature.
Binary filter/kernel approximation methods are also pop-
ular algorithms to model reduction [18]–[21]. However,
retaining the prediction accuracy of a binary CNN is a
challenging issue. This issue is addressed and relaxed by
using multiple binary representations [22], [23].
• Coarse-grained approaches. The coarse-grained tech-
niques conduct filter pruning [7], [24], [25], which re-
moves irrelevant filters/kernels from the model. The filter
importance is determined by filter weight magnitude [7]
or derived from the similarity among inter-layer feature
maps [25]. The work of [24] integrates an additional
scaling factor for each filter output during the training
process, which the magnitude of the factor reflects the fil-
ter importance. Conducting pruning at the filter-level can
free us from designing kernel-specific hardware/software
solutions.
III. METHOD
In this section, we study the information flow of CNNs using
the data processing inequality of information theory [27]. We
investigate the relationship between the network robustness
and the information density of CNNs by our designed lesion
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Fig. 2. A sequential CNN example where the convolution depth = 15. Each layer is composed of Conv-BN-Relu modules.
studies. Our lesion studies reveal the dynamic nature of the
network robustness of CNNs for dealing with the distortions
caused by channel removal. We utilize the insights observed
from our lesion studies to later (in Section III-D) propose our
backward model-reduction algorithm.
A. Descending Trend of Information Density
The data processing inequality (DPI) theorem [27] shows
that for the variables forming a Markov chain X → X ′ → Y ,
we have
I(X;X ′) ≥ I(X;Y ), (1)
where I(X;Y ) represents the mutual information between
variables X and Y .
Let us consider a CNN as an information pipeline where its
input is images and post-processing operations are convolution
and filtering. Based on the DPI theorem, the information den-
sity in the CNN information pipeline must exhibit a decreasing
trend. This information decreasing trend can also explain the
phenomenon observed by [13] that the activation outputs of
the latter layers of a CNN are increasingly sparse. We plot
Figure 1 to illustrate our theoretically justified conjecture
that the latter macroblocks (defined in Section I) of a CNN
contain lower information density than the earlier ones. This
conjecture establishes the foundation of our model-reduction
scheme.
B. Lesion Study: Definitions and Setup
How can the trend of decreasing information density help
reduce the model size of a CNN? This section conducts
lesion studies to shed the insights. Our lesion consists of three
components: the CIFAR-10 dataset, a sequential CNN, and our
designed one-hot lesion:
CIFAR-10 Dataset. CIFAR-10 consists of natural images
with resolution 32× 32 of 10 classes, and divides 50k images
for training and 10k images for testing. CIFAR-10 is not too
large (convenient for us to run many experiments) and con-
tains sufficient natural images to reflect CNN behaviors. The
network on CIFAR-10 was trained using SGD, weight decay
10−4, momentum 0.9, and mini-batch size 128. Following the
work of [5], we set the initial learning rate to be 0.1 and
divided by 10 at 50% and 75% of the total epochs, respectively.
Sequential CNN. The sequential CNN consists of the VGG-
like structure where the cascaded FC layers are replaced by
a global average pooling layer and an FC layer in order
to simulate a convolution-layer dominant CNN. This model
serves as our reference model because of its simplicity and
representative structures. In particular, the “down-sampling
then 2× channel number” design is widely adopted in modern
compact CNN models (e.g., MobileNet [4]) for considering the
trade-off between model complexity (e.g., size) and prediction
accuracy.
Figure 2 shows an example of sequential CNNs, which has
15 convolution layers. The notation ni (i ≥ 1) represents the
number of the output channels of convolution layer Li. We
define n0 as the channel number of input images and use the
following vector to represent the channels in the sequential
CNN,
n = [n0, n1, · · · , nN ],∀ ni ∈ N. (2)
The channels that have the same size of output feature maps
are grouped into the same convolution macroblock bi. For ex-
ample, the channels [n1, · · · , n5] (n0 is not an output channel
number) in Figure 2 are grouped into macroblock b0. The
configuration nb of macroblocks of a sequential CNN model
is denoted by nb = [nb0 , · · · , nbm ] such as nb = [16, 32, 64]
for the model in Figure 2.
One-hot Lesion. We analyze the alteration in the predica-
tion accuracy of our sequential CNN models by constant and
proportional one-hot lesions, depicted as follows:
• Constant one-hot lesion. For each individual lesion exper-
iment, we set ni = c for only one selected index i and
keep the other channel numbers nj (j 6= i) unchanged.
This constant one-hot lesion is denoted as hi(n, c).
• Proportional one-hot lesion. For each individual lesion
experiment, we set ni = k × ni for only one selected
index i and keep the other channel numbers nj (j 6= i)
unchanged. Parameter k is tunable. This proportional one-
hot lesion is denoted as hi(n, k × ni).
Table I illustrates an example of a one-hot lesion for a
sequential CNN with convolution depth 15.
We conduct a one-hot lesion (between convolution layers)
first to investigate the prediction accuracy behaviors at the
channel level of a sequential CNN model. We then investigate
at the macroblock level about rate distortion (RD) perfor-
mance, which is an important criterion in lossy compression
from the perspective of information theory.
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Fig. 3. Each point represents a lesion experiment of a one-hot lesion vector hi(n, 1). The dashed black line represents the original prediction accuracies that
are (a) 90.58% and (b) 90.78%.
TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF CONSTANT ONE-HOT LESION hi(n, c) AND
PROPORTIONAL ONE-HOT LESION hi(n, k × ni) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL
CNN WITH CONVOLUTION DEPTH = 15
Lesion Channel Width (Conv. Depth=15)
Constant
n [3, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, 64, 64]
h1(n, c) [3, c, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, 64, 64]
· · · · · ·
h14(n, c) [3, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, c, 64]
Proportional
n [3, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, 64, 64]
h1(n, kn1) [3, kn1, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, 64, 64]
· · · · · ·
h14(n, kn14) [3, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32, 32, 32, 32, 32, 64, 64, 64, kn14, 64]
C. Lesion Study: Analysis
Our experiments aim to find the relationship between model
size and model prediction accuracy at different levels: first at
the channel level and then at the macroblock level.
In constant one-hot lesion at the channel level, we expected
that keeping only a constant c channel number in the latter
macroblocks would suffer from severer degradation in pre-
diction accuracy. This expectation is based on the fact that
the channels in the latter macroblocks are much wider, and
constant one-hot lesion takes more information away from the
channels in the latter macroblocks (e.g., keeping c out of 64)
than from the earlier ones (e.g., keeping c out of 32). Figure 3
plots the result of constant one-hot lesion at the channel level.
The x-axis denotes the selected channel index i for hi(n, c).
The y-axis shows the corresponding prediction accuracy of
the modified CNN on CIFAR-10. Surprisingly, macroblock b2
enjoys an unexpected accuracy bounce: the accuracy achieved
by removing more channels from macroblock b2 is higher than
the accuracy achieved by removing less channels from b1.
Figure 4 plots the experimental results of proportional one-
hot lesion. Why did we perform this study? Constant one-
hot lesion keeps only one channel (or c channels) alive in
each macroblock. One may argue that such an extreme study
may have more severely penalized the later macroblocks with
larger number of channels being removed. Thus, we conduct
proportional one-hot lesion to keep alive the same percentage
of channels in all macroblocks. In the first experiment we
set the alive channels to be one sixteenth, and the second
experiment one eighth. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show that when
one sixteenth channels are kept, the bounced behavior on
macroblock b2 still exhibits. Since we increase the channel
number of proportional one-hot lesion, the prediction accuracy
gap is reduced between macroblocks b1 and b2. When we
further increase the alive channels to one eighth, Figures 4(c)
and 4(d) show that the distortion of all one-hot lesion is
limited (i.e., ≤ 2% accuracy drop). The bounced behavior
still exists thought less significant. Figure 4(d) illustrates that
macroblock b2 has the highest average prediction accuracy
among all macroblocks.
These two lesion studies demonstrate that macroblock b2
provides better accuracy recovery as compared with mac-
roblock b1 even though we remove much more channels from
b2 in both constant and proportional one-hot lesion studies.
Two observations can be made from these two studies. First,
CNN is robust for information-loss recovery. Second, the
channels in the latter macroblocks seem to have higher degrees
of information redundancy.
We next extend proportional one-hot lesion to the mac-
roblock level to investigate the relation between model size
and prediction accuracy. Let hi(nb, k × nbi) denote channel
number reduction in the macroblock level, which we reduce
all channels in macroblock bi from nbi to k×nbi (0 < k < 1)
and keep the other channels in bj (j 6= i) intact.
Figure 5 shows the RD performance of each macroblock by
hi(nb, k × nbi), where k = [ 1116 , · · · , 1516 ]. The x-axis depicts
the model size of the reduced CNN model from small on
the left-hand side to large on the right-hand side. The y-axis
depicts the corresponding prediction accuracy of the modified
CNN trained on CIFAR-10. Figure 5 shows that macroblock
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b2 (in gray) enjoys the best RD performance (by maintaining
high prediction accuracy) among the macroblocks. In addition,
macroblock b2 enjoys the best compaction since the model
size is significantly reduced by compressing macroblock b2 as
compared with compacting the other macroblocks.
These lesion studies lead to our following hypotheses:
• The latter macroblock contains lower information density.
We can observe that the latter macroblock has lower
information density based on our lesion studies. The
last macroblock b2 has better prediction accuracy even
after we have removed more channels from it than from
macroblock b1.
• Network distortion is based on information density. The
actual network distortion is correlated with the informa-
tion density instead of simply the number of removed
channels. Therefore, the network demonstrates strong
capabilities to recover from the distortions when we
remove the channels with low information density.
D. Backward Reduction for Model Reduction
Figure 6 describes the key idea of our proposed backward
reduction method. The down-sampling layer plays the role
of being an information gateway, through which information
(some may be redundant) passes for achieving q% prediction
accuracy. We can reduce the information flow by decreasing
the channel number of the previous convolution macroblock as
long as there maintains sufficient information for achieving the
target accuracy. While applying this idea recursively, we must
ensure the information to be still sufficient for the classification
task in the FC-Layer. Since the classification is performed
at the end of a CNN pipeline, our model reduction process
starts from the last convolution macroblock. Another reason
to perform backward instead of forward reduction is that our
lesion studies reveal the latter macroblocks containing lower
information density. We will shortly justify this backward
choice by presenting experimental results.
Algorithm 1 presents our proposed backward reduction
algorithm (named BRIEF) based on the information flow
structure conjectured from a combination of information flow
density and the dynamic nature of CNNs.
The model reduction problem of a CNN can be formulated
as follows
min
n′
R(n′), subject to D(n′,n) ≤ δ, (3)
where R(n′) represents the bit rate of the model for the
optimized channel width configuration n′, D(n′,n) denotes
the prediction accuracy degradation as compared with the
original performance, and δ is the acceptable performance loss
budget.
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Fig. 6. A conceptual illustration of the proposed backward reduction method
that is based on the conjectured information flow structure.
The model reduction formulation of Eq. (3) encapsulates
an integer programming problem (i.e., channel number ni’s
must be positive integers), which makes the optimization
an NP-hard problem. Furthermore, no closed-form distortion
evaluation function exists, since the CNN is usually considered
to be a black-box. Fortunately, with the aid of the conjectured
information flow structure, we can reduce the original NP-hard
problem to solving a one-dimensional greedy search problem.
We search for the proper scaling factor βi staring from the
last convolution macroblock,
min
βi
n′bi = dβinbie, subject to D(n,n′) ≤ δ. (4)
That is, we optimize for the proper value of the scaling factor
βm for the last convolution macroblock bm within distortion
budget δ. Then we iterate through the same greedy search
process for the previous convolution macroblock bm−1.
Our algorithm optimizes for the channel width multiplier
βi for each convolution macroblock from bm down to b0. The
initial setting of the lower bound L = 0.5 in step 2 is based
on the observation by MobileNet [4] that there is a significant
drop in prediction accuracy when the channel multiplier is less
than 0.5. The default distortion budget δ in our algorithm is
set to 1%.
Algorithm 1 Backward Reduction
Input: [b0, · · · , bm] and δ
/* [b0, · · · , bm]: Convolution macroblocks
/* δ: Threshold of accuracy distortion
Output: β = [β0, β1, · · · , βm]
/* β: Macroblock-wise Channel Width Multipliers
1: for macroblock bi := bm to b0 do
2: U = 1, L = 0.5
3: while [(U − L)nbi ] > 1 do
4: β′i = (L+ U)/2
5: n′bi = dβ′inbie, retrain CNN
6: if Accuracy distortion < δ then
7: U = β′i
8: else
9: L = β′i
10: end if
11: end while
12: βi = β
′
i
13: end for
14: return β = [β0, β1, · · · , βm]
Our algorithm BRIEF retrains the CNN from scratch (step
5) to investigate the prediction accuracy of current config-
uration since our lesion studies have demonstrated network
robustness against channel removal. The retraining process can
be relaxed by fewer training epochs as long as the training
setting can retain the original CNN prediction accuracy. Once
the accuracy distortion is acquired, we can adjust the upper
bound and the lower bound for βi accordingly using a greedy
binary search method (steps 7 and 9).
Earlier we mentioned that to ensure information being
sufficiently maintained for the classification task, which is
performed at the last layer of a CNN, we propose perform-
ing backward reduction. To confirm this backward heuristic
to be accurate, we conducted experiments to compare the
effectiveness of backward versus forward reduction. Table II
shows that backward reduction outperforms forward reduction
significantly in size (45.3% versus 6.3%) at a similar predic-
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FORWARD REDUCTION
(REDUCTION SEQUENCE [b0, b1, b2]) AND THE BACKWARD REDUCTION
(REDUCTION SEQUENCE [b2, b1, b0]) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL CNN WITH
CONVOLUTION DEPTH = 15 ON CIFAR-10.
Model Acc. (%) [Diff.] Size (MB) Saving (%)
Original 91.24 0.87 -
Forward 90.46 [0.78] 0.82 6.3
Backward 90.31 [0.93] 0.48 45.3
tion accuracy. As a result, the backward reduction algorithm
acts to remove the channels with low information density.
Therefore, the network can recover information loss from
the latter macroblocks when there is sufficient information
provided from the earlier macroblocks. On the other hand,
the forward reduction approach removes information starting
from the input source, which distorts the original information
and eliminates the network’s ability to recover from such
distortion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports experimental results with BRIEF on
the ImageNet dataset for various CNN models. We conducted
BRIEF’s backward reduction algorithm on the last two con-
volution macroblocks. We implemented BRIEF with PyTorch
0.3. Our evaluation metric is model size. (We care about model
compaction not to significantly degrade prediction accuracy,
but we do not compare accuracy between different CNN
models.) To realistically measure model size, we use the actual
required storage (including headers) of a trained model (i.e.,
state dic in PyTorch).
A. ImageNet Dataset
ImageNet consists of 1.28M training images and 50k valida-
tion images, divided into 1, 000 classes. We trained our models
for 90 epochs with a batch size of 256. The learning rate, set
to 0.1 initially, is divided by 10 at epoch 30 and 60. Simple
data augmentation was adopted based on the ImageNet script
by PyTorch, which is the same as [5]. The single-center-crop
validation accuracy is reported for the CNN models.
In order to reduce the computational effort of BRIEF’s
greedy backward reduction process on ImageNet, we empiri-
cally adopted the shorter training setting of 20 training epochs
with a learning rate (set to 0.1 initially) divided by 10 at epoch
8 and 16. We used 20-epoch setting in Algorithm 1 to quickly
find the best β, and eventually used this β to train the final
model for 90 epochs. Then, we evaluated the final performance
by training the CNN in the original 90-epoch training setting.
For the shorter training setting, we designed and performed
experiments to determine training epochs. In these experi-
ments, we trained several CNN models for different training
epochs and fixed the other hyper-parameters of the training.
The different choices of training epochs we explored are 10, 20
and 30. We observed that 1) there is considerable discrepancy
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD AND THE
PREVIOUS WORK OF RESNET-34 ON IMAGENET.
ResNet-34 Top-1 (%) Param. (107) Saving
Baseline of [7] 73.23 2.16 -
[7] 72.17 [1.06] 1.93 10.8%
Baseline 73.54 2.18 -
Proposed 72.49 [1.05] 1.48 32.3%
between the results of 10-epoch and 90-epoch settings, 2)
the results of 20-epoch setting can most reflect the results
of 90-epoch setting, and 3) the results of 20-epoch and 30-
epoch settings are basically the same. Based on these three
observations of our designed experiments, we thus selected
20 as our shorter training setting.
B. Evaluation of Various CNN Models
Table III reports that BRIEF significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art approach [7] conducted on ResNet-34, a
convolution-layer dominant CNN model. BRIEF reduces the
model by 3× more (32.8%) than the previous work does
(10.8%) with similar top-1 accuracy. Our algorithm removed
the channels aggressively even including the non-zero weight-
ing parameter as long as the prediction accuracy is maintained.
Therefore, we can explore the additional regions that are
ignored by the traditional approaches. This result confirms
the great potential in model reduction from the perspective
on information flow.
We evaluated our method on a variety of Convolution-
layer dominant CNN models (e.g., ResNet, MobileNet, and
SqueezeNet) since these compact models are more challenging
targets. MobileNet is a tough reduction target because it
has a width-multiplier technique that adjusts all the channel
numbers by the same scaling factor. We also evaluated the
proposed backward reduction method on the further scaling-
reduced MobileNets (e.g., 0.5-MobileNet). We reported the
scaling factors for the final two macroblocks of SqueezeNet
with irregular structure and the actual channel number in the
experiments for the CNNs with regular structures.
Table IV presents the performance of BRIEF among the
various Convolution-layer dominant CNN models. The con-
figuration column of Table IV shows the architecture of
each convolution macroblock before and after the proposed
backward reduction algorithm. The accuracies of the CNN
models in Table IV are evaluated using the 90-epoch training
setting. We achieved an up to 37.56% model size reduction
on MobileNet with only a 0.56% accuracy loss.
Notice that the model reduction ratio decreases as we ap-
plied BRIEF on the further optimized MobileNets (e.g., 0.75-
MobileNet, 0.5-MobileNet). Even for 0.5-MobileNet, we still
accomplished a 29.3% model size reduction, which resulted
in a storage size of only 3.63 MB. The model size of the
reduced 0.5-MobileNet (3.63 MB) is already smaller than
that of SqueezeNet (4.72 MB), while the prediction accuracy
TABLE IV
BACKWARD REDUCTION RESULTS FOR THE CNN MODELS. THE CONFIGURATION SHOWS THE CHANNELS NUMBERS OF THE LAST TWO CONVOLUTION
MACROBLOCKS. WE REPORT THE SCALING FACTORS FOR SQUEEZENET DUE TO THE IRREGULAR STRUCTURE.
Model Top-5 (%) [Diff.] Param. (106) Size (MB) Saving (%) Config.
ResNet-34 91.410 21.80 83.24 - [256, 512]
Proposed 90.854 [0.556] 14.80 56.52 32.10 [256, 346]
ResNet-18 89.350 11.69 44.64 - [256, 512]
Proposed 88.866 [0.484] 8.45 32.28 27.69 [245, 405]
1.0-MobileNet 88.520 4.23 16.25 - [512, 1024]
Proposed 87.952 [0.568] 2.64 10.15 37.56 [507, 513]
0.75-MobileNet 86.992 2.59 9.95 - [384, 768]
Proposed 86.500 [0.492] 1.67 6.44 35.28 [369, 442]
0.5-MobileNet 83.972 1.33 5.14 - [256, 512]
Proposed 82.792 [1.180] 0.94 3.63 29.31 [252, 331]
SqueezeNet 1.1 79.220 1.24 4.72 - β = [1.0, 1.0]
Proposed 78.602 [0.618] 1.10 4.21 10.81 β = [0.8, 0.9]
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Fig. 7. Rate-Distortion curve of the scaling-only and the scaling with
backward reduction approaches.
of MobileNet still outperforms SqueezeNet. For the highly
optimized CNN, SqueezeNet, we achieved a 10.81% model
reduction while the accuracy loss remains within 1%.
C. Rate-Distortion Behavior
We compared our backward reduction algorithm to the
traditional α-scaling approach that multiplies the whole CNN
to the same scaling factor α. The configuration is set to
nb = [32, 64, 128] for the sequential CNN on CIFAR-100 in
this experiment. Figure 7 shows the RD curves of the scaling-
only approach and the scaling with our backward reduction
algorithm. The scaling factor α ranges from 0.5 to 0.9 with
step size 0.1. The x-axis represents the required bit rate
(KB), and the y-axis denotes the prediction accuracy. The
RD performance experiment is conducted on the sequential
CNN with convolution depth = 12. For the vast majority of
models, the α-scaling with BRIEF further improves the simple
α-scaling approach in terms of RD performance.
V. CONCLUSION
The conjectured information flow structure describes CNNs
as dynamic structures rather than static ones. As long as
sufficient information is provided from the prior convolution
macroblocks, we can safely remove the redundant channels
and still maintain the same level of accuracy. Therefore, we
can explore the additional regions of CNNs, which were not
possible with the traditional filter magnitude based approaches.
Using our backward reduction algorithm BRIEF, we reduced
ResNet-34 significantly, attaining 3× better reduction than
previous approaches. We also reduced MobileNet to just 3.63
MB, making it smaller than SqueezeNet (4.72 MB), while
achieving a slightly higher prediction accuracy. The capabil-
ity of backward reduction was validated on highly compact
CNNs, including SqueezeNet and MobileNet.
Our method is applied at the macroblock level, which the
greedy algorithm may impose the computational burden for
searching the proper channel number for the macroblock. We
plan to derive the minimum required channel number directly
with the aid of further information flow analysis for model
reduction in our future work. The proposed greedy algorithm
demonstrates the potential of model reduction by leveraging
the information flow analysis, which we expect this work to act
as a stepping stone towards opening the black-box of CNNs
to establish more efficient and compact CNN models. Our
macroblock level model reduction method complements to
the reduction approaches conducted in the fine-grained level
(e.g., sparse filter connection), which will achieve a compound
improvement in model compression.
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